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IF YOU NEED TECH-SUPPORT Please INSTALL 

 REMOTE PC FIRST  so we can help you fast !! 

www.remotepc.com 

  ( there’s also a copy in the flash drive) 

Setup-XXxXX-demo  

213-271-2514  x 3 

Click here to  

“provide One-Time access” 

Please install this program and 

DON’T login or sign up just click 

here  

No need to sign up 

Or login   

Provide this number to the Customer 

 support Representative , after that he will 

connect with you   
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When you finish , just press ok, now you can 

go back to STEP 2 and create or modify your 

sign program 

On hardware settings screen, use the drop down 

menu to select the scanning mode . The scanning 

value will be on the sticker on the back of your sign 

 C40  / C43  / C56  /  C77 
 

LED SIGN setup Manual Mode  Select “ Settings” on the software   (PASSWORD 168) 

STEP 2   Select the correct scanning  mode 

STEP 1 Enter the sign parameters 

WIFI version  

HD-W60-75 WIFI  

Download  

LEDART from 

SOME SIGNS USE  

16 or 32 or 64  

graylevel 

This Label is in the 

back of your sign  



DON’T LOSE THIS PAGE  
( there’s also a copy in the flash drive) 

 First watch the installation video in the flash drive provided or just follow 
 instructions  

You can also watch it on our website  at: 
https://www.ledsigns4less.us/documents-software 

Troubleshooting and Q&A 
 

1. My sign looks scramble 

  The problem is the scanning mode , check the back of the sign for the scanning mode , normally is 

  C77 or C74 or C40, If you put the USB in the sign and the letter “USB” don't show up then the scanning is 

    wrong, It happen when you program it for first time or change computer . 

2.- `Resetting the scanning mode  

  After you have setup the scanning mode , export to the USB , remove USB and INSERT USB in the sign ,  

  While is ON , the letters “USB” should appear , wait until it says “OK “ and now your sign is setup and  

  Ready to be programmed .  

3.- `Flashing on/off  

  Reset the scanning mode on the Sign , sometimes you have to do it several times , until the “USB”  

 letter appear . Look at the back of the sign in case the Scanning mode is different .  

4.- `Sign goes on/off  

  Sometimes the power supply will fail , all the power supply are 5 Volts and it could be 8 A , 10 A or 15 A. 

  DON’T plug any other voltage , 12 volts will fry the sign . 

For questions about programming and tips , please email at sales@usateck.com  

Please include model and size . 

Thanks  

When changing Scanning 

mode be sure to export  

parameters to the u-disk 

After selecting the scanning  

Mode , export to the USB 

flash drive  


